
Lecture 8: From Simple to 
Multiple Regression Analysis

Quantitative Methods for 
Regulation and Competition



Last week: Regression analysis

• Tool to measure relationship between variables:
– Summarise the relationship with some unknown 

parameters (of the population), ßo and ß1:
Yi= ßo + ß1 Xi + εi and we will assume that E(εi)=0

– Draw a sample and estimate the unknown 
parameters from the sample:

– And then obtain confidence intervals around (and 
conduct hypothesis tests with) these estimates



Today’s Lecture

• How do we find these estimators?
• How can we interpret them?
• How good they are? goodness of fit measure

• Extension to multiple regression analysis:
– Model and examples
– Estimation
– Inference

• Reading: Ashenfelter et al. chapters 9.10.11



Where do these estimators come from?



Finding Estimators

• Each pair of estimators will generate a different 
“fitted” line: 

• How do we find the best? 

• Definition: Estimated error or residuals
– Difference between observed from the fitted line:
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Three Methods: an Idea…
• Ordinary least squares estimators:

– Idea: those that minimise the magnitude of the sum of the 
squared errors (residuals!)

• Maximum likelihood estimators:
– Idea: those that maximise the probability of observing the 

residuals we do observe
• Method of moments estimators:

– Idea: those that equate the moments (mean, variance, 
covariance,…) of the sample to the moments of the 
population 

• These methods…
– Select the same estimators (the ones from last week) if the 

relation is linear
– May select different ones for more general specifications



Interpretation

• Given that E(Yi)= β0 + β1Xi, we have that

By how much do we expect Yi to increase when Xi
increases by 1 unit?

• Sometimes, we might have a log-log model:

• Then: 
and
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Interpretation (2)

• Sometimes, we might have a log-linear model: 

• And therefore,
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Goodness of Fit (R2)

The line on the 
graph seems to 
fit the data quite 
well—there is 
not as much 

scattering about 
the line as there 
is on the graph 

on the next 
slide.



Goodness of Fit (R2)

The line on the 
graph seems a 
rather poor fit. 
The data are 

more scattered 
around the line 
than the data 

on the previous 
graph.



Formally (R2)

• What fraction of the variation in Y can be 
explained by the variation in X?      R2



Intuition

Note that Yi
deviates from the 

average. This 
deviation is

equal to
.



Multiple Regression
• Sometimes we can explain Y with more than one variable:

• Example: demand for petrol

• Interpretation: similar than before…

The expected value of Y changes by βj units when Xj changes by one 
(holding everything else constant)

• For log models, one finds cross-elasticities
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Finding estimators

• Need to use matrix algebra!
• We will let the computer compute them…
• But again, the three methods give the same 

estimators
• Again, need some conditions (see next week)
• R2, the goodness-of-fit measure…

– Tells us the proportion of Y explained by the explanatory 
variables

– Cannot decrease when we include one more explanatory 
variable



Inference

• We can find confidence intervals for each:
– Since…

– We can proceed exactly as before
– With the only difference being that if the t-distribution 

is used, we need to use that of n-k-1 degrees of 
freedom (last week it was n-2) 

• And similarly, we can test different hypothesis:
– In particular, we might be interested in knowing 

whether a given coefficient is equal to 0 (rule of the 2)
As a rule of thumb, if this is higher
than 2 we should reject the null :

“variable has no effect”


